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ABSTRACT

Four male albíno rats v/ere trained to bite a response le ver in

the presence of one stirur¡lus (Component CB) and to press the same lever

in the presence of a different stimulus (Component CP) in a successive

discrimination task. The stimuli alternated. every three minutes and.

each r¿as presented 20 times in a session. Food reinforcement.T¡ras pre-

sented according to trn/o independent but equal variable interval Ëapes

only one of which ran d.uring each of the sEimuli" After extended

trainÍng on this ruultiple variable-interval variable-ínterval schedule,

extinction uTas sched.uled. for either bitíng (two subjects) in CB or

pressing in CP. Fol}owing a return to the variable-interval schedule ín

boÈh CB and CP, extinction r,ras scheduled for either bites or presses

wiËh subject assignment to schedule conditions being reversed.

' Overall positive contrast (an increased rate of responding over

baseline duríng one component of a multiple schedule, with extínction

scheduled for responding in Èhe oÈher componeïrt), when measured on bit-

ing or pressing, was observed rvith ontry two subjects and with the same

two subjects in both cases. These same two subjects and one other (that

is, three of four subjecËs) shoi^red local positíve contrast (marked

increases over baseline in rate of biting during early portions of CB

and in raËe of pressing during early portions of CP r¿ith extinction

in CP and CB, respectively)" The fourth subject showed none of these

effects" For all four subjects, ïâ.tes tended to progressively decrease

across the components, but r.^rere generalLy higher than baseline when

overall contrast was observed.



The results with regards to overall rates are inconsistent a,nd

not always clear" The consistent Íncreases in rate of responding earl.y

in the component (found in six of eight cases and r¿ith three of four

subjects) both Ín the presence and. absence of overall contrast and. the

fact that rates during later portions of the component increased wherl,

and only when, overall contrast was observed, Índicate that local and

overall contrast effecËs may be (at least in part) independent from one

another"

tl_
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ilnvrew oF THE LTTERATURE ANrl

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

ïn a multiple schedule two (or more) stin¡r¿li are alternated wíth

each other and each has a particular schedule of reinforcernent associ-

ated !üith it. Quatitative aspects of behavior appropriate to the

schedules of reinforcement in each component are typically observed Ín

rmrltiple schedules (Ferster and Skinn er, 1957), but quantitative aspects

of behavior, such as mean rates of responding during each component,

have been shown to depend in part on the schedule in the other components

(Reynolds, 1961)" Of the possible behavioral interactions rvhích may

occur in a two-component multiple schedule, posítive contrast is the most

studied. Positive contrasL was (initially) defined to occur r¿hen the

absoluËe rate of responding during one component (S1) increases as a

r--esult of a decrease in the rate of nesponding during the other compon.-

ent (Reynolds, 1961). However, since a reduction in the rate of

reinforcement while the rate of responding is held constant has not yet

been accomplished, it is not known rrrhether a reduction in respondíng or

in reinforcement ís directly responsible for the increased rate of

responding during Sr. BloomfÍeld (1969) concluded in his revierv of the

conËrast literature, that anything rvhich lowers Ëhe relatÍve value of

32 (that is, anything which r,rould result in 52 beíng chosen over 51, by

t.he sub jecL ) such as punishment (see Brethorqer and Reyno Lð.s, 1962)

will lead to an increased value for S, and thus to an íncreased rate of

responding during 31 (regardless of whether or not responding o."r.rt".
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duríng SZ). P.rema-ck G969) comes to essentially the same conclusion

in hís review. This hypoËhesís does seem able to account for contrast

(or the absenee of contrast) und.er a variety of conditions under i+hich

a preference (or no preference) for S.,, has been shown to exist" ThaL

is, when S, is shown to be (or not to be) chosen by the subject over 52"

For example, regarding the absence of contrasË, It7ilkie (L972)

found no con¡rast using a nn¡lt VI VT schedule (rmrltiple variable-interval

variable-time schedule, where a variable-interval schedule is one in

which responses are reinforced after varying intervals of time a.nd a

variable-time schedule is one in which reinforcement occurs independently

of responding after varying íntervals of tirne), although there lüas a

reduced rate of responding under the varÍable-time schedule. !üilkie

showed that the subjects did not prefer VT over VT schedules. Regarding

the occurrence of contrast, Brethoiver and Reynolds (1962) found contrast

in S, r,rhen responding in 32 rnras reduced by punishment, even though there

was little or no reduction of reinforcemenL in 52. Since animals show a

preference for non-punishment over punishment, thís supports Bloomfieldts

(1969) hypothesis.

Another possible explanation of interactions ín multiple schedules

comes from Pear and I^Iilkie (1971). They suggest that contrast is more

likely t/hen a strong degree of stirmrlus control is established under a

Írult VI VI schedule of food reinforcement than r^¡hen it is not.

Another hypothesis which seems to handle much of the data on

contrast is one proposed by Halliday and Boakes (Lg72) " They suggesL a

'rresponse inhibition reboundt' hypothesis, stating that "oooin any situ-

ation where at least one sËinnrlus is associated with the inhibition of a



particular response.. " "a 
rrebound I effect occurs !ùhen another stimulus,

in whose presence tha.t responsê is an appropriate one, is presented, so

that the response ís made v/ith exËra vigor (p. 94)"" This seemed to

cover all cases of contrast where 52 response rate was reduced (e.g.,

through avers ive st imu lat ion, d íf f erent ia 1- reinforcement- of - lor^7-rate

schedules, and decreased rate of reinforcement) and to.cover conditions

which did not produce contrast but did involve a reduced rate during 52

(e"g., r'errorlesstt - discriminaËion (Terrace, Lg66; 1972); and free-

reínforcement (Boakes, 1973; Halliday and Boakes, L972; lJilkie, L972)"

Hol,¡êver, much of Halliday and Boakesr account is based on the pigeonrs

key-pecking response and does not extend to cases rvhere contrast r,rould

be predicted but did not always occur [(e.g", with the rat's lever press-

ing (Pear and trrlílkie, 197L) and with pigeonrs lever pressing (Iüestbrook,

Ig73)J To account for such ínstances, Halliday and Boakes suggest (1)

the involvement of responses other than those dírectly mainËained by the

reinforcemenE contingencies I e"B., 'rautoshaped" resportses, defíned as

those responses which emerge as a result of unconditíonal forvTard pair-

ings of a key-1ight stimulusard food, in the case of the pígeonrs key

peck (see Brown and Jenkins, 1968)1 and (2) that the kind of interaction
':

between behaviors Ín the components of a nrultiple schedule may be

determíned by the form of Lhe response rvhich is inhibited" Thus, if the

ínhibited response or these "othertr responses noc directly ínvolved ín

the prevailing contingencies (e.g", êuto-shaped resPonses) are incompa-

tible with the S, response, then contrast would not be expectecl"

Gamzu and. Swart z (1973) also empha.sized the importa.nce of autc¡-

sha.ped responses in posÍtive contrast. They stated that fr...any new
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source of control over responding may well be resPonsible for the

positive contrast elevation effect (p. 17).", if that new source of

control affects the occurrence of auto-shaped (or others) key pecks

ryhich are added to the operantly maíntained key pecking"

Rachlin (Lg73) proposed an hypothesis ín which the suggestions of

Halliday and Boakes (L972) and Gam r and Sr"¡artz (1973), wiËh regards to

contrast and responses other than the operantly maintained responses,

are made more explicit" His hypothesis states that t'oooê t.ransitíon

from a stírmrlus signallÍng a period of low reinforcement value to a

stinmlus sígnal1íng a period of high reinforcement excites certain

responses irrespective of other contingencies. The excited responses

are most frequent immediately after the point of transition and subse-

quently decrease in frequency (p. 232)"'t Accordingly, contrast ís a

coincidence of the reinforced responding rvith 
.responses 

produced by a

stimulus change" Positive contrast, then, is the sufiìmatiofl of the

responses excited by a chaage to a period of hÍgher reinforcement value

and the operant responses generated by the reinforcement schedule in

effect during that period.

In conclusion, Rachlin (Lg73), Gamzu and SwarËz (L973), and

Halliday and Boakes (1972) al1 regard the topography of the reinforced

response as important in determining Ehe type of interaction obtained

in multíp1e schedules" Unfortunately, not n¡¡ch information is available

wíth regards to this aspect. Premack (1969) trained rats to press a

lever in the presence of one stirmrlus and to nrn in a rvheel in the

presence of another. Stlmulus presentations. rvere separated by 16 hours"

Positive contrast vras observed r,rith only one rat and that when'reinforce'



ment rate vras decreased for runnÍng. Further information was obtained

by Scull and ülesËbrook ( Lg73) in a study using pigeons Ëo peck a key in

one compons¡L and to press a bar in the other component of a rarrlt VI VI

schedule of food reinforcement. AfËer stabLLization on nir:l.t VI VI, the

schedule was changed t,o extínction for the key pecks or bar presses.

I,rÏhen the key-peck component rüas the qqnslant component'. one subject

showed contrast, one showed induction--í"e., a decreased rate of res-

ponding ín the constant component rvith a decreased rate of responding in

the component Ëhat was changed--and another subject showed no change"

Inlhen the ba.r-press component r¡/as the constant componerlt for three other

subjects , aLl showed induction. Four other subjects r¡zere rul'l under

slightly different, but essentíally identical, conditions. Trvo subiects,

one each under extinetion for bar pfessing and for key pecking, shorved

Ínductíon and two subjecEs showed no change. In summary, then, only one

subject out of seven showed contrast und.er the multiple key-peck bar-

press scheclule" These results, except for the one incidence of conËrast'

are consisËenË ¡viËh HallÍday and Boakes | (L969 ) notion of contrast, which

predicts that r¿íËh different responses in each comPonent an increased.

tendency to perform an inhibiËed response would interfere with other

oPerant responses

The above findings indicate the importance of the resPonse vari-

able no matter which hypothesis one favors. Indeed, the faílure to

consistenËly produce contrast in rats may be dírectly related to the

fact that most published (and, probably unpublished) studies on contrast

in rats used lever-pressÍng responses. This n¡ould be the case if the



responses which result due to the effects of going from a signal for

loru frequency reinforcement tó one for high frequency of reinforcement

r,¡ere incompaËible with the lever-press response.

The present experiment r,7as conduct.ed to further investigate this

vari.able, using rat ts lever pressing and lever-biting responses main-

tained on a nnrlt VI VI schedule of reinforcement. Lever biting was

chosen as it more closely paraltrels the pigeon fs lcey-peck response than

does lever-pressing, as both biting and pecking are principal components

of the consurtrnatory and aggressive behavior patterns for the respecti.ve

specíes. Contrast might, therefore, be more likely to occur when meas-

ured on biting as contrast with pígeon's key-peclcing: has been reliably

produced. lf Rachlin (Lg73) or Gamzu and. Swa.rt z (L973) are correct in

their hypotheses, then one could expect contrasL wiËh both the biting

response and the pressíng response" On the other hand, if Halliday and

Boakes (Lg6g) are correct, then contrast should not occur rviËh either

response, due to the incompatibilíty of lever pressing and biting under

the present procedure"

Furthermore, Nevin and Shettle¡¡orth: (f966) and Arnett (Ig74)

present data \.zhich suggest that overall contrasÈ might reflect tr'7o, at

least partially, independent processes" Their respective findings

showed increases above baseline í.n response rates early in the constant

component (local contrast) of a nnrltiple schedule when extinctíon was

scheduled in one component both in the .absence and presence of increases

in overal1 rates during the constant component" Rates r,¡ithin components

(.local rates ) as well as total (overall ). rates r^/ere recorded to explore

this possibility.



METHOD

Sub iects

Four male tr{istar albino rals, obtained from the Canadian Breeding

Farms, and approximately 90 days old at the start of the exPeriment

served as subjects and are hereafter referred to as 204, 3lA, 264, and

32A,. The subjects were first maintained on free food (Purina Rat Chow)

until a stable weight (less 3% deviatíon from the mean weight. for the

last four days, of any one weighL over these four days) was obtaíned.

They were then put on a food-deprivation schedule and their weights

lowered to and maintained at B0% of theír respective mean free-feedíng

stable weights. Subjects rüere housed in individual cages, where r¡rater

r,ras always available, in a temperature controlled room with a l2-hour

light/dark cycle

AÞparatus

The experimental space T^zas a dual-1ever, Leigh Valley Electronics

operantcondÍtioningchamber,}4ode1L3L6,mountedÍnaLVE,Mod.e11316c,

cubicle. The inside dimensions of the chamber were 7.5-in high and L2-in ',.',','-',,'.''",'

' : :.::._-. _...

long by B-in wide (19 cm x 30.6 cm x 20.3 cm)" Only one l:ever røas used. ,,,,,

The opening for the other lever r^7as covered by a piece of aluminium

screwed to the wall. The lever rvas mounted I 1/3-in (2.8 cro) a.bove the

grid floor on one of the B-in wíde rvalls, 7/8-J:n (2"2 cm) from the

adjoining L?-in wall, to the right of the feeder (a dípper) which rvas

centered on the same 8-in wide rvaL1. The lever rüas specially designed

with two microswitches, one for recording downr¿ard pressure (lever

presses) of more than 30 grarns (.0294 N), and the other for recordíng



pressure of more than 200 grams ("1960 N) exerted simultaneously to the

top and bottom of the lever (lever bites)"

Food reinforcemenË, consisting of.01 ml of a 1:1 mixture of

Bordens sweetened condensed milk and tap v¡ater, was d.elivered by the

feeder from the normally-up position. The feeder mad.e an auclible click

when operated.

A 7-rvatt House light was used as a stimulus" An exhaust fan

mounted on the cubícLe provided ventilation. Masking noise, produced by

a Grason-Stadler noise generator (Model 9018), r¡¡as played through a

.speaker mounted on the inside of the cubicle.

A dígital logic system, standard electromechaníca.l equipment, and

a Gerbrands cumulaËive recorder were used for alI programming a.nd record-

ing and were located in a room adjacent to the one housing the chamber"

Two identica,l variable-interval tapes with a mean inter-reinforcement

interval (IRI) of 27 "5 seconds \¡/ere used to arrange reinforcements. To

generate the IRIs, tIüo para.meters \¡zere used: T, a fixed time períod; and

P, the probabiliÈy that the fírst response r,¡ithin any one T r¿ould be

reinforced. Mean IRI is defined as T/^, thus, to generate a. tape !üith a'P'

mean IRI of approximaËely 30 seconds, T was set a.t 3 sec and P at 0.10.

An additional restriction lvas that the tape sequence should not be

repeated wÍËhin any one session. Therefore, as each session was to be

120 minutes, the tapes had to be 1200 T íntervals long (i.e", tape at

3600 sec for one complete revolution)" l4lith P at 0"10, 120 intervals

would be selected for reínforcement.

The first two digits of numbers contained in four-digit random-
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numbers tables were used to determine the assignment of reinforcement to

each T interval. Since P = 0.1, reinforcement was assigned to each T

interval associated with the digits 0O to 09 and no reÍnforcement r.'/as

assigned to T intervals associated rsith the digits 10 to 99 (thus, on

the average, ín 10 out of every 100 numbers, or T intervals, reinforce-

ment rvould be assigned)

Starting with one nuuiber (the first T interval) in the random-

numbers table, each successive number r^ras inspected until a P value vnas

encountered" This procedure was followed until reínforcement had been

assigned to I2O of the 1200 available T intervals" Finally, these

intervals were adjusted such that 12 intervals ended with each of the

digits 0 to 9. The resulting sequence and values of the ïRfs are shor^m

in Table 1.

ProceduTg

The subjects were randomly assigned to the four cells of a two by

two matrix, one side of rvhich designated the response (either lever

presses or bites) to be reinforced in the presence of light-on and the

other side of r^rhich designated the first resporrse to be shaped and

extinguished on a mulË variable-interval extinction (nruIt VI EXT) sched-

u1e.. The matrix is shor¿n in Table 2. This facilitated counterbalancing

of subjects according to the sequence of shaping and schedule changes

and according to the stirmrlus condition in the presence of which each of

of the t\¡ro responses were reinforced and. extinguished

Initial..lrlining. According to assignmenË, each of the subjects

was shaped to biËe or press the lever in the presence of the appropriate
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TABLE 1

Sequence of interreínforcement intervals (in seconds) for the variable-

interval schedule tapes (120 Intervals, Mean = 27'25 secs)'

24, 36, 3, 33, 42, 15, 15, 27, 30, 6, 27, 39, 2r, 54,

78, 12, 48, 75 , 6, 39, 3 , L2, 66, 2L, 54, 30 , 54, 6,

!2, 3, 12, 48, 45, 36, 75, 126, 3, 150, 2!, L2, 15, 39,

39, 45, 60, 33, 3, 90, 27, 39, 3, 48, 9, 9, 27, L2,

3, 15, 45, 24, 30, g, g, 6, 2,7, 27, 72, 3, 51, 3,

63, 15, 2L, 2r, 66, 6, 2L, 57 , 33, 24, 60, 12 , 36, 27 ,

6, 6, 15, g, 36, 6, 45, 66, 36, 3, 54, 3, 3, g,

g, g, 18, 54, 3, 30, 39, 18, !2, 33, 15, 87, 3, 42,

1¡, 15, 15, 93, 42, 18"
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TABLE 2

Two by Ër,¡o matrix used for counterbalancing random assignment of sub-

jects to stimulus condition in which bites and presses \üere reinforced

and to order of shapíng and extinction of bl¡ss and presses. Subject

assignmenËs are shown in the four cells of the.matrix.

Response Rinforced
ín the

Presence of Light-on

PRESSES BÏTES

c/l

H

H
H

.Ú
o
(ú
dH

U) CJè
ool
ø 'r{--
^dÂô A

HH
t,]$'r{
OJI
úX

lrì
]J

.Êl

Subject
324.
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stimulus condition (houselight-on or -off) during the first session"

During the second sessÍon, this respon.se r^zas reinforced according to a

fixed-ratio one (FRl) schedule (i.e., each occurrence of the response

was reinforced). The third and fourth sessíons followed the same

procedure for the other responseo The schedule was then changecJ. to

mrlt FRl FRI for one session. The two stimulí alternated regularly

every three minutes

Table 3 suurqarizes the procedure (after training) for each sub-

ject and gives the number of sessions received under each condition.

During mulL FRI FR1 and all subsequent scheclules, a tlüo-second. "protec-

tionrrconËingency r¡/as in effect such that the response (either a bite

or a press) upon which reinforcement üzas contingent at any given Ëime

could noË be reinforced for trvo seconds following an occurrence of the

response (press or a bite) upon ivhich reinforcement \n/as not contingent"

A pilot study conducted in this 1ab indicated that without such a. con-

tingency the tr,¡o responses rvould be likely to occur frequently aÈ the

same Ëime" For convenience, the component during which reinforcement

was contingent upon biting is hereafter termed Component B (CB) (and

biting and pressing during that component are called CB-biting and CB-

pressing) and. the componenË cluring i,rhich reinforcement ü7as contingent

upon pressing is termed Component P (CP) (and pressing and biting

during that component are called CP-pressing and CP-biting)" Also,

the response for which a particular schedule r¡as in effect is given

after each schedule notation as either'!Brrfor biting ortr?rtfor

press ing.
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TABLE 3

Summary of procedure and number of sessions under each condition for

each subject. The schedule on the right r,rras in effect during Èhe

press component (CP) and the schedule on the left was in effec! dufing

the bite component (CB). (Does not include initíal training)"

SubjecÈ Phase

Mrlt

VI VI

l&r 1t

VÏ EXT

Itulr

VI VI

¡tu1r

EXT VI

I'lu l. E

VI VI

30

32

10

10

204

31A.

33

45

92

111

10

t7

IO

10

Mult

VI VI

Mr lt

EXT VI

Mrlt

VI VI

Mrlt

VI EXT

Mrlt

VI VI

26Ã

32A

111

90

10

10

10

11

L2



Itulr VI (B) VI, (P). On the sixth session the schedule was changed

to multiple varíable-interval 27 "5 sec (biting) variable-intervaL 27.5

sec (pressing) Inult VI (B) VI (P)1. component duration remained at

three minutes with regular alternaLion" Each component was always

associated with its oløn tape which ran only when that component rvas ín

effect. Reinforcements seË up and not delivered ürere cancelled at the

end of that presentation of the component

(B)-VI(P)"Schedulechangesv'ereinitiallytobecontingentupona'

sËrict stability criËerion based on rates of biting and pressÍng. Horv-

ever, sínce this criterion (or even a less strict one) was not met

afterextensiveexposuretomu,ltVl(B)VI(P)thecriteríonforachange

from mrlr vI(B) VI(P) to either mult vI(B) EKT(P) or mult EXT(B) Vr(p)

was changed to a requirement of not less than 10 consecutive sessions

¡,¡ithout an apPaïatus failure or other devíaËion from the daily proced-

ure (this decÍsion was made after subjects 204 and 324 had received

80 sessions on mrlt vI(B) vI(P) and subjects 314 and 264 had received

83 sessions).

Once this requirement had been sati.sfied, the schedule in effect

during CP, for 2OA and 314, and during CB for 26A. arrd' 324, was changed'

Ëo exËinction (EXT), ioe.¡ reinforcement was no longer delivered for

the previously reinforced resPonse. This made the schedules now in

effecr mulr vI(B) EXI(P), for 204 and 314, and mult EXT(B) VI(P), for

26L anð, 32A" These schedules hrere ín effect for 10 sessions for all

subjects

L4

Shift from mult VI (B) VI (B) to mult VI (!):EXT (P) or muL
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(B) VI(P)" The subjects !üere next returned to mrlt vI(B) vI(P) which

remained in effect for a minimum of.20 sessions" Thus there were 10

sessions following extinction and an additional 10 sessions preeedí-ng

the next schedule change" This number, as a minímum' was necessary

primarily for recording purposes (see below).

ShifË {rom mulÇ VI(B). VI(P) to n¡rlt EXT(B) VI(P.) 9r mult VI(B)

EXT(F)" Next the subjects that had previously received extinction

during CP received extinction during CB, and' conversely, subjects that

previously received extinction during CB received extinction during CP.

Thus, the schedule was mllt EXT(B) VI(P), for 204 and 21A, and mult VI

(B) EXT(P), for 26A. anð.32A. Ten sessions v¡ere conducted under these

cond it ions "

Shíft from nmlt EXT(B) VI(P-) or mult VI(B) EXT(P to rm:It VI

VI(P),. The f inal phase involved a return to mult VI(B) VI(P)" A

minímum of l0 sessions were conducted for each subject"

Total numbers of bites and presses (overall rates) were recorded

¡q¡ sach componen¡" In addition response rates rvithín the three minute

components (local rates) were determined duríng sach component for the

response appropriate Ëo the constant component and during the constant

component only for the other response. For this purpose each component

was divided into five 36-second segments and responding recorded as

Índicated. A stepping srvitch was used to separate and channel respond-

ing" CP-bites and CB-pressing whích occurred within the first 10

seconds following a stiûulus change l\lere also recorded separately"

Shift from mult VI(B) EXT(P) or mult EXT(B) VI(!)-lp-ryu!Ç-Vl
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Sessions were conducted seven days per week, except for occasÍon-

al weekends, for two hours each day for each subject

RESULTS

For convenience of presentaÈion, data fr.om. alI four subjects

involving the shifts between nrult VI(B) VI(P) and umlt EXT(B) VI(P)

are discussed together, as are dala involving the shifts between nnrlt

vI(B) VI(P) and mulr VI(B) EXT(P)--even though subjects differed with

regard to the order in which they were exposed to Ëhese shiftso In

addition, only the last ten sessions of mult vÏ(B) VI(P) prior to a

shift and the first 10 sessions of muft VI(B) VI(P) following a shift

are presented" All sessions under mult EXT(B) VI(P) and mult VI(B)

EXT(P) are included" The data are subdivíded into overall rate effects

and local rat.e eff ects.

Overall Rate Effects

I\trlt VI(B) VI(P) preceding shíf t to mult EXT(B) VI(P). Sessional

mean rates of biting and pressing in ea.ch component duríng the last 10

sessions oi m¡lt VI(B) VI(P) preceding the shift to mult EXT(B) VÏ(P) are

shown in Fígure 1 for all four subjects. The sehedules in effect during

CB and CP are shown above each panel.

Both rate of CP-pressíng and CB-bitíng were quite variable for

subjects 264 and 324 and slightly more stable for subjects 204 and 314"

These patterns obtaíned despite extensive exposure to the nult VI(B) VI

(P) schedule. Rate of CB-biting rvas typically lower than the rate of

CP-pressing for all subjects.
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CP bites rrTere also much lotuer than CB presses, averaging less

Ehan one response per minute for all subjects" .Bot.h vere quite stable"

Shift from ruult VI(B) VI(P) to mult EXT@)IL(qL Mean rates

of biting and pressing in both componenls, by each subject, under mulË

EXT(B) VI(P) are shown in the center panels of Figure 1. CB bíting

showed a steady, negatively accelerated decrease to zela in all cases"

CP biting remained low, usually at zeToo

cP pressing showed a marked change for 204 (Fig" 1) Íncreasing

well above baseliqe (nnrlt VI(B) VI(P) during the first sessÍon and then

gradua,Ily decreasing to and levelling off , ât session seven, well belor^z

baseline levels. Subject 314 (Fig" 2) pressed at a higher rate during

CP during the flrst fÍve sess,íons of rnult EXT(B) VI(P) Lhan

it had during the last five baseline sessions, but not higher than rates

recorded over the first five sessions" cP pressíng for rats 264 ancl

324 showed no apparent change" That is, no contrast" Thus, contrast

\,/as observed in two of the four subjects; the effect was, however,

weak and quÍte trânsitory. CB pressing increased above baseline in all

cases, remaining hígher over all 10 sessions for 204 and 26È and'

eventually returning to baseline levels for 3IA and 324.

10 sessions of mult Vt(B) VI(P), after !!11! EXT(B) VI(P), are presenËed

in the right hand panels of Figure 1 for each subject" Rate of cB

bi.ting quickly returned to near baseline 1evels for all subjects except

for 314, which did not start biting again untíl session 14" CP biting

again occurred a.t raËes slightly above zero f.or all subjects, once CB

biting resumed"

Shift from mult EXT(B) VI(P) to mult VI(B),VI(P)" The first
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Rates of CP pressing showed increases over those recorded during

mult EXT(B) VI(P), but. not above previous baseline levels, for subjects

204 and 324, and remained about ¡þs same for subjects 264 and 314" CB

prssing returned to baselíne for 264, went below baseline for 204,

remained at about the same levels Jas under mult EXT(B) VI(P)I for 314,

and eventually returned to baseline for 324-

Surnnarv of Overall- Rate Effjcts Prodqced by Sh+fLing

froin }tult VI(B) VI(P) to mult EXT(B) VI(P)

The princÍpal effecÈs of introducing mult EXT(B) VI(P) \^lere:

1" CP pressing - showed contrast over the first five sessions for sub-

ject 314 and over the first session for subject 204. No contrast

Ì,r'as observed for subjects 26Ã anð. 32L"

2. CB pressing - increased in all cases then tended to decrease"

3" CB biting - decreased to or n.ar ze'ro for all subjects.

4" CP biting - remained low, usually aL zelo for all subjecLs.

lá¡lt VI(B) VI(P) precedins shift to mult VI(B) EXT(P). Sessional

mean rates of biting and pressing in each component during mult VI(B)

vI(P) (lefr hand panels) preceding the shift to mult vI(B) EXT(P) are

shown in FÍgure 2. CB biting and CP pressing are again shown to be

quite variable for all subjects, with both measures beíng slightly

ïnofs stable for.subjects 26A and 324 than for subject 204. Again,

rate of biting rüas typically lower than rate of pressing"

CP bÍting ülas again at or near zero" Both CP biting and CB

pressing were quite stable"

Shift from mult VI(B) VI(P) to nmlt VI(B) EXT(P)" Rates of
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biting or pressing, by each subject, under mult VI(B) EXT(P) are

plotted in the center panels of Figure 2" Rate of CP pressing

decreased below baseline, but remaíned above 2"5 response per minute 
.

for all subjects. CB pressing decreased to and. remained belorv baseline

for 314, showed little or no change for 2OA anð. 26A, and first decreased

below baseline for one session and then increased to and remained above

baseline Îor 32A"

Rate of CB biting increased at a negatively accelerated ra¡s,

above baseline, until sessions 5 and 7, f.or subjects 204 and 314,

respectivel-y" After these sessions CB bÍting decreased to and remained

near baseline for both subjects. Rate of CB biting Íor 26Ã showed no

apparent change and for 324 decreased and reamined below baseline;

Thus, contrast was observed with two subjects only. The effeet rvas much

more apparent here than under rmrlt EXT(B) VI(P)" CP bíting showed

initial increases over baseline f,or all subjects with the largest

íncreasês occurring for subjects 204 and 314, which also showed increases

ín CB biting" For subjects 264 and 324, CP biting returned to baseline

levels by sessions 9 and 7, respectively. For subjects 20Ã and 324,

CP biting did not retLrrn to baseline.

Shíft from rm.rlt VI(B) EXT(P) to mult VI(B) VI(P)" Mean rates

of biting and pressing in each component, by each subject, during the

f irst sessions of mr+lt V I(B) VI(P) f ollowing rmrlt VI(B) EXT(P) are

presenLed in the right-hand. panels of Fígure 2. Tþelve "ss5iqns 
are

shor,¡n for subject 26Ã and four sessions, only, for subject 324, due to

apparatus failures for 26A, and disease for 324. Ten sessions are shorvn

for subjects 204 and 314. CP pressing ís shown to have returned to
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near baseline levels for all subjects" CB pressing showed no change

for subjects 2OA and 324, slightly increassd above baseline for 264, and

returned to baseline levels for 314.

RaËe of CB bíting remained near baselíne for subjects 204 and

3tA and slightly below baseline for subjects 264 and 324 (note: subject

264 experienced incomplete sessions - denoted with trxtsrr in Figure 3 -

during thís phase and both 264 and 324 had shown symPtoms of illness

following the initiation of the phase)"

Sunrnary of Overall Rate Effects Prsduced bv Shiftiqg

from luLrlr vI(B) YI(P) tq.Itult YI(B) gXr(P)

The príncipal effects of inËroducÍng mult VI(B) EXT(P) rùere:

1. CB biting - showed positive contrast for trvo subjects , 20A and 314,

subject 264 shoived little change and subject 324 showed a decrease"

2.' CP biting - increased and then decreased for all subjects"

3. CP pressing - decreased to near 2"5 resporìses per mínute for all

sub j ect s

CB pressing - effects not consistent across subjects, but rate

tended to stay low"

Local Rate ELfects

Local rate effects (that is, ra¡ss within the 3-min components)

of bitíng and pressing in each comPonent, by each subject, are presented

in FÍgures 3 and 4. Note that when CP pressing (Figure 3), is plotted,

CB biting is not and vice versa. trIíth fe\,7 exceptions (noted below),

loca.l rates are presented for the first and last four sessions of the
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10 sessions for each of the schedule conditions shorvn in Figures I and

2. Under mult VI(B) VI(P) follorvÍng nn¡1t EXT(B) VI(P) (Figure 3),

rates for subject 314 rvere calculated over sessions 10 through 13 and

14 through l-7, and under rm:lr VI(B) VI(P) following nnult VI(B) EXT(P)

(Figure 4), rates for subject 26A ürere calculated over sessíons 3

through $ and 9 through 12, a¡1¿ for subjec: 32A, over the first four

sessions on1y. These excepti.ons Ì^/ere due to subject 314 not biting in

CB untí1 session 14 following the change, and. apparaËus failures and

illness for subjects 264 and 324, respectively.

ItuE YI(B) VI(P) prece4ing mult EXT(.B) VI(P)" Local rates of

pressing during CP and CB, and of bíting durÍng CP, for the first four and

Last four sessíons of the last 10 sessions under rm.lt VI(B) VI(P) pre-

ceding qult EXT(B) VI(P) are presented in the first pair of panels of

Figure 3, for each subject"

DÍstinctive índividual subject patterns of CP pressing are

evídenË" Subj ect 26A showed a markedly lorøer rate of CP pressing

during the first segment than during later segments of the component.

Responding Ì/as very stable over later segments. Over the first block

of sessi.ons shovrn, CP pressing for both subjects 204 and 324 r¿as faírly

stable across the first four segments (with rates during the first two

.segments being the lowest), and then showed a sharp drop in the final

segment" Over the second block of sessions CP pressing was híghest

during the first tr^/o segments and fairly stable over the remainíng three

segments. For subject 314, CP pressing r^zas quite stable a.cross t,he

componenÈ and showed no sÍgnificant change across the two blocks of

s es s Íons
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For all subjects, both CB pressing and CP bitíng were highest

duríng the first segment of their respective components and rvere guite

stable across the remaining segments" Rate of CB pressing was ah¡/ays

higher than CP bíting whích vras typically at zero over the last four

segments

Shift from mult VI(B) VI(P) to mult EXT(B) vI(P). Local rates

of pressing durÍng CP and CB, and of CP biting, for the first and last

four sessions of the 10 sessions of mult EXT(B) VI(P),.are presented.

in the second pair of panels of Figure 3, for each subject. Major

changes in the across-component patterns of CP pressing are apparent

for subjects 2OA, ?-6A, and 314. Rat 264 now pressed at a higher rate

during the first tr.^ro segments than it did during the remaining segmenLs,

rvith rates durÍng the first segment being slíghtly lorver than rates

during the second segment. These differences I¡7ere such that rate of

responding r¡ras g¡eater than baseline during the first segment, and

less than baseline during the last. three segments. Rat 204 showed

higher rates of CP pressing during the first segment Ëhan during all

later segments, but not higher than all baseline rates. Although ra¡s

of CP pressing was highest, over the last block of baseline sessions,

during the first segment of CP, the differences between rate of first

segment responding atd rate of responding duríng later segments rías

dramatically Íncreased under mul,t EXT(B) VI(P)" For subject 314, rate

of pressing .during the first component-segment was also much higher

than it was during subsequent segments and hÍgher than it was during

all segments during baseline. In general, CP pressing by 314 was quite
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stable and close to baseline levels across the later segments" Thus,

the higher rates in the first segment reflecLed increased rates of

prÊssing during that segment and not decreased rates in later seg-

ments, Rat 324 over Lhe last block of sessions under mult VI(B) VI(P)

pressed at a higher rate during the first segment of CP than during all

later segmenÉs. I,,Iith the shift to mult EXT(B) VI(P), rate of CF

pressing early in the component v¡ent below rates in some of the later

segments" That is, the effect rrTas reversed from that for subjects 204,

314, and 264. Note that the changes which were observed occurred dur-

ing the first block of sessie¡s and. persÍsted over the second block of

sessions under mult EXT(B) VI(P), for all subjects

The marked increases in cP pressing and the decrease to zer'o af

CP biting shown in FÍgures I to 4 are seen again in Fígures f through 4"

The patteln across components of CB pressing were quite similar to

those displayed during baselÍne for subjects 314 , 26A, and' 324" The

pattern for subject 204, however, changed from a decreasing one to an

increasing one. As with CP pressing these Patterns were evident during

both of the bloclcs of sessions shown for mult EXT(B) VI(P)-

Shift from mult EXT(B) VI(P) Lo qult VI(B) VICP)" Local raees

of pressing during CP and CB, and of CP biting, for the first and last

four sessions of the first 10 sessions under mult VI(B) VI(P) following

nmlt EXT(B) VI(P) (note the exception in sessions for r¿hich rates Ì'üere

calculated for 314), are presented in the fÍnal pair of panels of

Figure 3 for each subject" I^lith the return to mult VI(B) VI(P), CP

pressing returned to baseline levels and patterns for'subjects 204,

26a', anð' 32Ã. For rat 324 this meant that rate of cP pressing was
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highest during the first segment of CP. Once subject 314 had started

to bite in CB (at sessíon.14), CP pressing returned. to the typical

baseline pattern. Rate of CB pressing also quickly returned to base-

line 1eve15 and patterns for subjects 204 and 26L, and for subject 314

by sessions 14 through L7 " The pattern of CP pressing displayed by 324

remained as it l¡las under mult EXT(B) VI(P) and baseline"

Cp biËing for all subjects also returned to the typical baseline

pattern (i"e., highest rates during the first segment and near zero

raLes t.hereafter), once CB biting had starËed.

Summarv of_ Locjrl RSte .Ef.feqtsr-Produçed bv Shifging

From ltult VI(B) VI(P) to l"t-rlq EXrfÐ-xJ(Ð"

The principal effects of introducting mulf EXT(B) VI(P) were:

1. CP pressing - (a) increased during early segments for subjects 314,

26A, and 204, and decreased for subject 324" (b) tended to decrease

across later segments for these subjects" (c) increased above base

1íne during later segrnents for 314, when overall rate increases rüere

ob s erve<l

CB pressing - local effects not consistent across subjects"

CP biting - \^rent to zero in early segment and staYed at zero in

Iater segments

Mrlt VI(B) VI(P) preceding shi!! ro Íulr VI(B EXT(P). Local

t

3.

rates of bitíng in each component, and of CP pressing,

and last four sessions of the last 10 sessions of mult

ceding the shift to mult VI(B) EXT(P)' are presented in

of panels of Figur e 4 , f.ot each stlb jecË. l4eân rate of

for the. first

VI(B) VI(P) pre-

the first paÍr

CB biting rvas
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fairly stable across the five component segments, for all subjects"

Rates of CP biting and CB pressing (except for subject 204) ruere both

higher during the first.segment of the component than they were during

later segments. CB pressing by subject z}Awas faírly stable acro.ss the

component" During later segments, râte of CP bitíng was typically at

zero and CB pressing was typically above zeto"

shifr from nn¡lt vI(B) \rI(P) to 4!¡!q-VI(Þ)-_L{I{!L Local rates

of bíting i-n each component, and of CB pressing, for the first and last

four sessions of the 10 sessíons under mult VI(B) EXT(P), are presented

in the second pair of panels of Figure 4, fox each subject" trrlith the

shift to mrlt VI(B) EXT(P) came major quantitative and qualitative

changes in CB biting for all four subjects" The resulLant pattern of

responding cl isplayed, for the most part, by each subject \,/as similar

to that dísplayed by subjects 204 and 314 for CP pressing under mult EXT

(B) VI(P) (see Figure 3, cenì:er pair of oanels). Rate of bíting

during the first segment of the components over the first four sessions

under mult VI(B) EXT(P) for 26A and, over both blocks of sessions for

subjects 2OA and 314, rvas higher than it was during all segments under

baseline conditions" IÈ was also higher than it was during all later

segments, for each of the four subjects, over both blocks of sessíons

under mult vr(B) EXT(P)- Thís latter effect r^7as less pronounced, but

present, with subject 324. Duríng the last four component segments'

rate of CB biting was (1) higher than baseline rates ¡ot ¿þsss same

segments for subject 204 over the first four sessions änd for subject

314 over the second four sessions of mult VI(B) EXT(P), (2) equal to
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baseline rates for 204 over the last four

over the first four sessions of mult VI(B)

lower than baseline rates for subjects 26A and 32!.

and last four sessions of nult VI(B) EXT(P)"

sessíons and for subject 314

EXT(P) and (3) generally

over both the first

CP.biting increased over and remained above baseline during all

segmenËs for all four subjects. As wiËh CB pressing uncler mult- EXT(B)

VI(P), CP bitíng here did not show any pat.tern common to all subjects.

For subject 204, over both the first and last four sessions, and 26A,

over the firsÈ four sessions onlyr râLes increased across segments.

Subjects 314 and 32Ã, and subject 264 over the last four sessions, dis-

played a decreasing pattern of CP biting across the cornponent.

CB pressing showed no change Ín pattern for subject 2OA" The

peak duríng the first segment of the coüpqnent under fru1t vI(B) vI(P)

vras absent under nrult Vl(B) EXT(P) for subject 314, and lower, relative

to later segments , for 26A. Rates during later segments \^rere genetalLy

lower than baselíne for both 264 and 314" CB pressíng by subject 324

increased over baseline, ¡naking the rate during the first segment lor'¡er

nory than rates during later segments"

Local rates

of biting in each component, and CB pressing, for the first and last

four sessions of the first 1-0 sessions of mult VI(B) VI(P) following

nnrlt VI(B) EXT(P) (note exceptions in sessions for which rates ttere cal-

culaÈed for subjects 26A and 32A), are presented in the third pair of

panels of Figure 4, for each subject" Rates of CB biting and CP biting

for subjects 204 and 314 both returned to baseline levels and patterns"

Shift from mult VI EXT(P) to nnrlt VI(B) Vl(P
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For subject 264, CB biting during the first segment of the component

feIl below levels for later segments rvhich in turn were below baseline

and at about ¡þs same level as under mult VI(B) EXT(P)" There was

little change ín rates of CB biting from those under nlulr VI(B) EXT(P)

by subject 324; the pattern remained the same, as well" CP biting for

subjects 26Ã and, 324 returned to baseline levels and patterns"

CB pressíng r¿as higher than baseline during all component seg-

ments for subjects 314 (except for the Ehird segment during the first

block of sessions) l$L, and.324, with rates agaÍn being highest during

the first segment. For subject 204, CB pressing went slightly above

baseline for the first four sessions of gg+VI(B) VI(P), showing an

rrinverted-U" putt"rn across the component; by the last four sessions,

CB pressing returned to baselÍne 1evels"

Summary of Local Rate Effecjs Produced bJ Shifting from Itult II(B)

VI(P) TO MUlt VI(B) EXT(P).

The principal eff ects of introducing nn-r1t VI(B)EXT(P) rvere :

CB biting - (a) increased during early segments for subjects 204,

314, and 264. (b) tencled to decrease across segments for all sub-

jects. (c) increased, ín laËer segments, above baseline levels for

subjects 204, and 314lduring the last block of sessions under mul!

VI(B) EXT(P)l and decfeased beLow baseline for subjects:264 and 324.

CP bíting - increased above baseline 1¡ all segments for all subjecÈs,

no consi.stent paËtern a.cross subjects.

CB pressÍng - loca1 effects not consistent across subjects.

Table 4 presenËs the mean rates (in responses per second times

1.

2.

3.
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TABLE 4

Mean raLe of CP biting which occurred during the first 10 seconds (RA)

and the ]-.ast 26 seconds (R3) of the first segment of the component, for

each subject, under each schedule condition and block of sessions shown

ín Figures 3 and 4. RaËes are in responses per second and have been

mulriplied by 100.

Rat

204 314 26A 32¡.
Schedu 1 e

CB CP Sessions Þ
¿I

R-
.D

DttBDlf
.D

Ð
õRBRÃ̂

VI

VÏ

V]

VI

VI

EXT

L-4
7 -LO

L-4
7-r0

r-4
7 -ro

L-4
7 -L0

r-4
7 -r0

r-4
7-10

5.1
2"0

0.3
0.0

L"6
1.9

0"2
0"4

0.0
0.0

0.6
0"2

2"6 0"3
2"6 0.0

9"3 12"3
4"0 5 "4

1"4 L.2
1"1 0"9

1/,

2"L

0.0
0.0

0"0
r"9

0"5
0"0

0"0
0.0

0"0
0.3

7 "4 1"5
11.0 1"5

6"6 L7 "s
L3 "9 9.7

3. s L"6
6.1 0"4

3.0 0.3
1.8 0" 0

0"1 0"0
0.0 0" 0

0.0 0" 0
L"4 0"5

T"3 0.2
1"0 0.3

4.L 8"2
2.8 2."3

1.5 0.0
0"6 0.7

0"9 0.2
2.4 0"2

0"1 0"0
0"0 0" 0

1 "5 0"2
2"4 1"3

2"5 0.2
3"4 0" 5

2.9 3"2
2"0 11"5

1,1 0. 1
XXX XX)<

VI EXT

V]VI

VIVI
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100 of CP biting, ând Table 5 of CB pressíng, by each subject for the

first 10 seconds and the remaining 26 seconds of the first segment of

the component, taken over the sessions shown in Figures 3 and 4.

In general, under mul-t VI(B) VI(P) rates of CP biting and of CB pressing

duríng the first 10 seconds of the component were hÍgher Ëhan or equal

to rates of the same during the next 26 seconds of the component" These

data indicate that the subjects míghË not have stopped biting or press-

ing irnrnediately upon a change from CB to CP or CP to CB, respectively"

SUMMARY OF TTIE MA]N FINDTNGS

The main findings with regards to shifting from mult VI(B) VI(P)

Ëo either rult VI(B) EXT(P) or rmrlt EXT(B) VI(P) r^7ere as follows

1" Overall rate changes - (a) Rate increases of CB biting or CP

pressing during the constant component r¿ere observed in the total of

eight opportunities for the four subjects (two with biting and all four

involving only two subjects). (b) Both CB pressing and CP biting tended

to increass and then decrease when extinction \¡/as in effect during CB or

CP, respectively. (c) Little or no change ryas observed in rate of CB

pressing or CP bíting when extinction was in effect during CP or CB,

respectively. (d) Both CB biting and CP pressing decreased when extinc-

tion was in effect during CB or CP, respectively"

2. Local rate change - (a) Rate increases of either CB biting or

CP pressing during early portions of the constant component were observed

r¿ith all but one subjecl and in six of eight cases' (b) Rate increases

of either CB biting or CF pressing during later segments of the constant

componenl were observed rvheq and only when, overall rate increases in the
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TABLE 5

lvlean rate of CB pressing which occurred duríng the first 10 seconds (RO)

and the last 26 seconds (R") of the first segmenË of the component, for

each subject, under each schedule cond.ition and. bloclts of sessions.shown

in Figures 3 and 4. Rates are in responses per secon¿ and have been

nrulriplied by 100.

RAT

204. 314 264 324.

S chedu 1e
CB CP Sessions R4R4 Rg R6R6 Rg R3 R3

VI VI

ENT VI

r-4
7 -r0

r-4
7-lo

r-4
7-L0

L-4
7-r0

L-4
7-ro

t-4
7-ro

VIVI

VI

Vl-

VI

VI

EXT

VI

7"7
6.3

10.4
5.9

7.9
7"5

5"7
4"7

6"6
4"3

8"2
4"7

6.2 6.6
5"4 2"4

6"9 16"9
2"6 5.1

2"r 2"4
4"4 7"4

L9"9 8.r
8.5 5.0

L7 "6 28"7
s"3 8"1

25 "O 25 "911.3 5"8

15.3 4"5
L7 .5 9.5

4"t 3"1
4"0 3. s

L4"3 8.1
22.5 18.s

16.0 2 "9
18. r 2.8

26 "2 27 .2
18"8 19"0

20"2 s.8
13.5 L.4

16. B 4"3
3s.8 9"6

6"4 6"4
4"4 8.0

ls.8 7.4
L6 "2 rL "2

L2"5 . 9.2
l-0"2 5.1

L7 "4 16.B
13. 0 16. I

17 "I 26 "5
20 "2 16. 1

L3.4 8"2
10.9 2"7

2"6 s "43"5 12"0

15"8 11.0
xxxx xxxx
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same r'esPonse r,,üere observed "

tended to decrease across the

obtained across subjects wÍth

collected for CB bíting or CP

(c) Rates of CB bi-Ëing and CP pressing

component. (d) No consistent results were

CB pressing or CP bitíng. (e) No data was

pressing when extínction v/as scheduled for

that response"

D ISCUSS ION

Overall Rate Effects

The present results with respect to overall rate effects are

inconclusive. Positive conLrast (an increased rate of responding over

baselíne during one component of a multiple sched.ule, with extincLíon

scheduled for respondÍng ín the other component), when measured on bít-

íng, vras observed r¿ith only ttøo subjects; wherea.s, the other trüo rats

showed either no change or negative induction (a, decrease in rate of

biting with extinçtion for pressirg). One of the subjects (Rat 314)

showed contrast for biting and also for pressing, although the effect

was less pronounced for pressing. Rat 204 also showed an íncreased rate

of CP press'ing, but only during the first session of mrlt EXT(B) VI(P),

and rate of CP pressing subsequently decreased belor¿ baseline (negatÍve

induction). Again the other two rats showed líttle or no change.in raËe

of CP pressing under mul! EXT(B) VI(P). This difference míght be

related to procedural differences between the two sets of rats" The

tT^7o rats v¡hich did show contrast experienced mult VI(B) EXT(P) prior to

mult EXT(B) VI(P) and vice versa for the other two (see Table 2)" That

this difference r¿as indeed somehoi\7 responsible does seem unlÍkelv as

contrast has not previously been reliably produced r¿ith rats" For
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example, Pear and hlillcie (L97L) found both contrast and induction and

Zimmerman and. SchusËer ( Lg62) found induction r,vith rats pressing a lever"

Furthermore, Scu1l and üIestbrook (L973) using two different responses

(key pecking and bar pressing by pigeons) in a nnrltiple schedule.,

observed contrast in only one of ten cases" Nevertheless, the possibil-

ity does exist that the order of presenting the conditions rn/as import.ant

in the present sËudy, and further consÍ-deration of this may be r¿arranted

íf similar sËudies are to be conducted.

The absence of contrast in the present experiment ín five of

eight cases does not lend support to Pear and hlilkiets (Lg7L) notioq that

the degree of stimulus control over respondíng is an important determin-

ant of the Ëype of interactíon to occur Ín multiple schedules. Positive

sqnlrâsË is, accordíng to them, most likely und.er conditions of strong

stÍmulus control" Since, in the present study, diff erenË resPonses r,rere

reinforced in each component ) one would expect a strong degree of stinru-

lus control, and thus, positive contrast r¡hen extinctÍon occurred in one

of the components. The ntígh rates of biting during CB and pressing dur-

ing cP; the lovr rates of biting during cP and of pressing during cB do

suggest that strong stinn:lus control was obtained"

on the other hand, if Halli.day and Boakes t (f969) ttrebound" hypo-

thesis Ís accurate, then contrasL rvould not be expected regardless of

the degree of stirmrlus cont.rol obtaíned from the present procedure

Accordíng to their hypoÈhesis, in a multiple schedule involving cliffer-

ent responses in eAch component, extinction of one response should

increase the subject ts tendency to perform that response in the constant

component -and thereby lead to decreased rate of the other responses in
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the constantcomponent" Although this notíon does hold for Scull and

hlestbrook's (L973) findings IexcePt for one pigeon rvhich did show

contrast unclerinrm:lt VI (key peck) EXT (bar press)l and those of much

earlier vrork) it fails Lo account for the occurrence of contrast in

t.hree of eight cases in the present study. Further doubt is cast on

the validity of this hypoËhesis by the fact that CP bíting and CB press-

ing did not show significant increases (and in fact showecl little change

or a decrease) with extinction of CB biting or CP pressing, respectively.

Of course, the delay contingency used to decrease the likelihood that

therbrongrrresponse would be reinforced, could have worked against the

increased occurrence in the constant component of the response under-

goÍng extincËion ín the other component. The observance of a decrease

Ín CB pressíng under n¡¡lt VI(B) EXT(P) does, holvever, help support the

position that no "rebound" effect occurred.

rn conclusion, rvith regard to overall rate effectst no obvious

differences I¡tere observed between types of ínteractions (i.e.r con-

trast or induction) which occurred between components with biting or

pressÍng as the response reinforced during the constant comPonent" This

indicates that, at least when these t\^7o resPonses are both involved,

the response variable is not funciÍonal in determining the type of

interaction that r,zill occur in a un-rltíple schedule" Since the results

were inconsístent and possibly peculiar to the schedufss and. procedure

used here, however, no definite clarification of the importance of the

response variable is possible. The results do not support either the

stimulus conLrol hypothesis of Pear and tr^Iílkie (Lg7L) or the response-

inhibítion 'rreboundrt:hypothesis of Halliday and Boakes (1969).
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The occurrence of CP bites and CB presses is interesting and

commands some comments not dÍrectly pertinent to contrast" DirecË

observations of the subjects Ín the experimental charnber índicated that,

the two-second delay contingency (used to minimize the adventÍtous rein-

forcement of CP biting and CB pressing) .t,Ias effectíve" The responses

were found to be executed. by a complete shift from the topographies

typical to pressing to the stereotypical stance assumed for bitÍng, and

vice versa. Given these observations r the fairly high rates of CB

pressing and lor¿er, buL consistent, rates of CP bíting under mult VI(B)

VI(P) cannot be explainêd Ín terms of actual bites which occurred r,¡ith

a press from Lhe press-stance or vice versa. The fact that most of the

CP bites under mult VI(B) VI(P) occurred ¡sithin the first 10 seconds of

the component indÍcates that most (or all) CP biting Íras due to a contÍn-

uation of bitÍng appropriate to CB, i"e", trrun-throughs". Run-throughs

may account for some of the CB pressing but not all as rates were quite

high in later component segmentso No direct i.nformation is avaílable

(such as rates at various tÍmes since reinforcement) Ëhat would assíst in

accounting for the occurrence of CB pressing late in the component. It

is however, possible that as time since reínforcement increased in CB,

the prevailing conditions ryould more closely approximate those under

which pressing was reínforced; namely, those under which biting was

extinguíshed. Under such conditions pressing rnight have occurred " I'Ihy

thls would rrot be the case wÍth bíting is not clear"

Also diffícult to account for are the increased rates of CB press-

mult VI(B)

39

sing and CP bitíng which occurred under rnult EXT(B) VI(P) and
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EXP(P), respectively. This suggests that strong stímulus control by the

houselight ma¡7 not have been obtained and that more important than this

rras the response-reinforcer relatÍonship. It is also possible that ,

under extinction for pressing or biting, as the rate of the extinguished

response decreased, the 1íkelihood of the subject engaging in the alter-

native response (biting or pressing) increased since, as noted. above,

conditions more closely approximated those under which that response

was reinforced (i.e", extinction for the other response)" As the

alternative response occurred and rvas not'reinforced during the extinc-

tion.component íts rate would also d.ecrease--as rüas indeed the case for

each subject under each condítion" Since íncreases in CB pressing and

CP biting occurred when (1) increases, (2) no changes, ând (3) decreases

in CP pressing and CB biting, respectively occurred, no apparent relation

exists beiween the direction of change of the reinforced response in the

constant component and direction of change in the rate of that response

in the changing component. In sunmary, we find thaË the occurrence of

r"¡hat could be called "errorstt presents some interesting interactions ín

nrultiple schedules and possíbilities for further research"

Local Rate Effects

trIith the shift to extínction (for bites or presses) the rate of

the response reÍnforced during the constant component increased during

the early part of the component over rates durÍng the same component

under nrult VI(B) VT(P) and then decreased with the passage of time in

thag çs¡lPonent" Although in tr,ro cases during baseline responding early

in the component was slightly higher than later in the component, the

shift at extinction greatly enhanced Ëhis differenceo This effect was
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observed with all but one subject and Ín síx out of eight bases, and ís

símilar to that observed by Arnett (Ig73), Boneau and Axelrod (1962),

Gamzu,and SwarËz (L973), Nevin and Shettleworth (L966), and Rachlin (L973)"

RachlÍn (Tg73), ít will be recalled, proposed that the occurrence

of increased rates of responding early in the se¡5lant component (and

overall positive contrast) is the result of the transition from a signal

for low reinforcement to one of high reinforcement" This change excites

certain responses that add to those maintained by the operant contingen-

cies in operation" Nevin and ShettleworËh (L966) account for local rate

effects which occur early in the component (or what they term 'rtran-

síentrr contrêsts) in terms of Pavlovían theory" Positive Èransíent

contrast is, according to this interpretation, the short-term after-effects

of excitation prod.uced. by the presentation of the stirm:lus associated

with the higher rate of reinforcement" This aspect of their interpreta-

tion is simÍ1ar to Rachlin's (1973) and Gamztr and SchwatLzts (L973) but

a princÍple difference does exist with regard to their accounts of over-

all contrast (or trsustained contrastst', Nevin and Shettleworth, 1966).

Rachlin (Lg73) and Gamzu and Schr¡a rtz (L973) used ¡þs same principle to

account for both 1ocal and overall contrast, whereas Nevin and Shettle-

worth state that something, in addition to the transient contrâstr must

be responsible for the sustained contrast which they observed" They

present tl,^/o reasons for this (at least partíal) independence of trans-

ient and sustained contrast" First, they found that an overall rate of

respondíng in:the constant component could be shifted v/ithout changing

the pattern of responding within the constanË component. Second, the
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sustained contrast effects outlasted the transient effects over extended

training" Nevin and Shettleworth do not discounË the possíbility of

overall ra.te measures i.ndicating contrast r¿hen only transient increases

early in the component occur and add to other responding (Rachlin's

hypothesis), but they also make Ít clear that this is not the only possi-

bility r¿hen overall contrast is observed" Arnett (i973) also suggests)

on the þasis of one of her subjects (Pígeon 3209), the independence of

local rate effects and overall rate effects. This subject shov¡ecl .

increased raLes of key pecking earl¡z in the constant. component followed

by decreases (1ocal effects), but not overall contrast; rvhereas twO other

subjects showed both local and overal conirast" Arnett (1973) points

out that the baseline (mult VI VI) performance of Pígeon 3209 was quite

variable and that the ten sessions used to represenr baselíne perform-

ance might have been inadequate to assess any contrast effects"

However, if the a.bsence of contrast r.^ras not due to a variable baseline,

the independence of local and overall contrast is clearly possible. The

present results lend support to this possibility"

Either Rachlin's (Ig73) or Nevin and Shettleworth's (Lg66) forrmr-

lation could account for :the local rate effects observed in the present

experiment. Horvever) tv/o points indicate that the overall contrast

observed here was, at least in part, independent from the factors

leading to the local contrast. Fírst, ín three of the six cases where

local rate contrast effects rorere observed, overall contrast w¿s absent,

which is what Arnett (Lg73) found in one of three cases" As in Arnett ts

study, baselines r/¡ere quite variable ín the present experíment" Holùever,

this was the case both rvhen contrast occurred and when ít was a.bsent,
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índicating that a variable baseline may not have been responsible for

Arnett's Pigeon 3209 not showing both overall and local contrast or for

bot.h overall and local contrast not ahvays occurring in the present

study. The second point is that in those cases where overall contrast

r^ras observed iwÍth Rat 20À, under mult Vl(ts) EXT(P); and. Rat 314 under

nul¡ VI(B) EXT(P) and nn:lt EXT(B) VI(P)], local raËes increased ín all

component segments over what they were during baseline" This was never

t.he case when overall contrast did not occur. Although this second

point does not contradict Rachlin, it does, in conjunction with the

first poiut, support Nevin ancl Shettleworth (1966) and Arnett (1973)"

As Arnett (L973) points out ""..present descriptions of behavioral

contra.st in terms of an increase in overall response rate may be pre-

venting a better undersLanding of the. conditions producíng behavior¿1

interaction in rnultiple schedules" (p. 498)" The present results

certaÍnly support thÍs notion and clearly point out the imporLance of

investigating Loca1 effects in their ov/n right, especially sínce the

local effects observed here rvere consistent across three of four sub-

jects and across both responses"

STIMì4ARY AND CONCLUS TONS

The present study sought ¡e slarífy sQme of the effects of

shifring from mulr vI(Rl vI(R2) ro !,rls VI(RI) EKT(Rz), where Rl and R2

are tvro different responses (i.e., lever biting and. lever pressÍtg).

reinforced as indicaËed during the trvo components of a rnultiple sched-

u1e of food reinforcement. I^Iith regard to overall rate cha.nges, it was

found that for:



(1) Rl during the VI component: contrast may occur but not consistently

across subjects.

(2) Ri during the EXÏ component: first increases occur followed by

decrea.ses.

(3) R2 during the VI component: litËIe or no change was observed.

(4) R2 during the EXT component: decreases lrere observed.

trtlith regard. to local rate ef f ects, it was found that for :

(1) Rl during the VI component: (a) rates during early component seg-

ments tended to Íncrease above baseline (local çqnlrâst), both ín

. the presence and absence of overall rate increases" (b) Rates

tended to progressively decrease across segments" (c) Rates during

later segments tended to increass above baseline rvhen overall con-

trast occurs

(2 ) Rl during the EXT component : the local rate effecLs were not con-

sistent across subjects

(3) R2 during the vI component: the local rate eff ects T¡Zere not consis-

¡s¡f across subjects.

(4) R2 during Ëhe EXT component: no data was collected on local effecËs"

These findings rvere consistent across the two responses ,rssd and.

are consístent with the findings of .¿\rnett (L973), with regard to local

effects, and with Scull and l,rlestbrook (1973) r¿ith regard to overall

rate effects.

'On the basis of these general fincling.s'the following conclusions

were made:

(1) The absence of posiLive contrast in five of eight cases does not

44
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support the stirmrlus control hypothesis of Pear and Willcie (197f),

since a strong degree of control r,¡as obtained lùith díf ferent

responses required in each component"

(2) The occurrence of conËrast in three of eight cases and the absence

of increases in CP biËing or CB pressing during extinction for

biting or pressing, do riot support Halliday and' Boalces t(Lg6g)

response-inhibitÍonrrreboundt'hypothesis. ;"'l '

(3) The occurrence of local contrast in both the absençs and presence .' . .,

.: :l

of overall contras¡ and the occurrence of increased rates in all

cqmponent segments only when overall contrast rúas observed, suggest

the, a¡ least partial, independence of local and overall contrast

^Êç^^F^EMçLù o

(4) On the basis of thís possible independence' or at least of the

reliable fíndings with the local rate measures, it is suggested that

local rates as r¿ell âs overall rates, be looked aL r.vhen investiga-

tions of contrast are mâde, if a clear descríption of interactions

in multíple schedules is to be obtained. ,-'ti'
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